The Premier Junior has received many endorsements, some of them are below:
“ I am starting to notice it working for me because I hurt my elbow joint about 4 months ago and now I can put my
own shirt, pants, etc. on with both hands instead of one. I very much enjoy the product. Now, I'll use the highest
power as I am use to it. Even though I always stay just over the minimum to get the gases flowing.” - Larry.
“Your device seems to be healing my damaged knee. I have been using for 2 weeks am & pm. less pain= can stand
and walk better also in a peculiar way have more energy and better mood. Been using all nutrition protocols plus
pulsed light from "light force" co. all helped, but your Premier.Jr. has already made a huge advance . I am very
grateful. You are doing good work. thank you. I am going to get the book on meditation, thank you over and over.
- James
“Boy oh boy! The improvements made to both Premier Jr and tubes is awesome. More power than ever. Thanks so
much” - Don
“I’ve been using the PJ for a couple days now. It seems to be helping a condition that I have had reoccurring that is
similar to gout (knees and ankles). I’ve used it in the morning and evening as prescribed. I’ve used it along my
adrenals and lymph nodes, as well as the back of the neck, with very invigorating results. Thank you for your time.
I’m very happy with the purchase.” - Richard
My name is Susan R and I was so excited to get my device. You allowed me to try it for 2 days in a row at the
Conference and the results were astounding. I usually stay through Sunday night because taking in so much
information in the past has been exhausting. About an hour after I tried the device for the 2nd time on the last day of
the conference I had so much energy I packed up and drove 7 hours to get home. After I got home I still had energy
to burn! I cannot wait to have more of that on a regular basis! Thanks!
- Susan
“I have been suffering from nerve damage in my back for several years now. I have had several operations, physical
therapy and tons of pain killers. I heard you on Coast to Coast and decided to order the Premier Junior! WOW, I
experience relief immediately, so much so, that I brought it to my Neurosurgeon’s office, and ask that they include it
in my treatments. My doctor was so impressed that he bought one as well! When I first got the Premier, I was using
a wheelchair, after 4 months, I was walking with a walker and now I am walking with a cane! I use it every day
morning and night and will never be without it! THANKS so much!” - Elliott.
“ I am a chiropractor and have used many machines in the past. The Premier Junior is amazing! I have no health
challenges, but enjoy the extra energy I receive from it. I use it morning and night for 5 mins each. The other day, I
was late and did not have a treatment in the morning, so I decided to have two in the evening. I did my first
treatment and then 15 mins later I did another. To my amazement, after I finished the second treatment, I started to
hear the most beautiful, rhythmic sounds coming from my spine. I felt total joy and bliss… Since that episode I have
learned that the sounds I heard were that of my chakras. I cannot explain why it happened, but it was definitely
related to my using the Premier 2 times that evening and I am convinced that this machine can create altered states
of consciousness besides all the wonderful physical effects. Thanks so much! - Dr. G.
Have been using it for about a week and a half on "stuck" locations in my body. such as sacrum and lower back.
Also at locations of old surgeries in groin. Usually I address these areas with both Rolfing deep bodywork and with
energy work...weekly sessions of each type. I have added the Premier along with those sessions ( but at a different
time and place) and the effect is impressive. Changes in my posture and flexibility along with some increased
energy. No problem sleeping. You have a good thing going!! - Richard
Our experience with our PJ 300 has been an adventure! My wife, Zan, and I each use it at least once a day. We're
both in good health, but there's always room for improvement. We've both noticed increased detoxifying effects,
which caught us by surprise. In addition, I've had a small, "stable" infection in my gums since a surgery over a year
ago. It was antibiotic proof, it seems, and the dentist was talking about going back in to clean it out at some point. In
just over two weeks, it seems gone! Totally unexpected. I'm going in for X-rays to prove the point, but the fact is I
can no longer feel it. Also, it got worse for a couple of days--which it had never done before...and then just went
away. Remarkable. I also notice you made some great choices it the way you decided to build the physical
instrument. I can tell you put a lot of thought into it, including the case. Very well built, indeed. Bravo. - Robert
Gerald called to report that he used the Premier Jr on his friend Mary’s forehead where she experiences chronic
headache pain that she has suffered for years with a condition the doctors could not cure. The pain diminished after
each treatment of 3 to 4 minutes each. After 12 treatments he reported that “her pain is imperceptible.”
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